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mission: impossby neal pollackmedicalwhen a college athlete is killed in an auto accident, a troubled
teen gets sucked into a sick murder plot that threatens his life. this fast paced thriller focuses on
how easy it is for teenagers to get pulled into a world of drugs, violence, and murder. the book that
speechless by claire mcelroyrealistica boy discovers the power of words and the effect they have on
the lives of others. strongly empathetic story about friendship, forgiveness, loss, and how connection
with the people we love can have profound and far reaching consequences. decamped by richard
laurerfantasyonce a fairly normal guy named jim, jims life is changed forever when he learns that his
deceased parents were shapeshifting beings. with a moving collection of characters and a likable
story line, its a great fantasy read for young adults. 1 b01c7wjhyd no survey needed students 2015
table of contents share the document download as csv/excel/pdfa road trip to hellby catherine l.
theus (bulletin 6041)realistic this is a story about the trials of one girls attempts to get around the
obstacles in her way. rebecca is a passenger on a greyhound bus where she meets her boyfriend for
the first time in 2 years. when the driver takes an exit from the highway and finds out it is not the
right exit for the bus stop, rebecca finds out there is a problem when the bus driver refuses to make
an unscheduled stop. as a result, rebecca ends up on a dangerous route that leads to two flat tires
and trouble with roadblocks and false accusations. this is a novel for all about time management, life-
style, and the importance of trusting your instincts. this is a must-read book for all girls.
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wicked witch of the west by karen d. nicholsadventurelizzie is a teen witch who wants to find out if
she is a real witch. theres nothing like a little witchy adventure! lizzie is not so good at magic but she
is quite good at flying broomsticks, riding hippogriffs, finding lost children, and giving fashion advice.
things do not go well when she crashes her broomstick into a shelf and her broomstick is lost. with
no flying skills and no broomstick, she does not even qualify for a normal high school. lizzie finds

herself in a new and scary town with a mean headmistress and a bully group of witches, which leads
to a ritual involving a bottle of water (!) and a scary green glass ball. to make matters worse, lizzie
and her friends discover that theres a secret, wicked witch rivalry between teachers! lizzie starts to
rethink her career choice (or lack thereof) as she ends up with a school dance. if youre a 90s style

teens movie buff, this one will not be boring! to be a witch by carol taylorverbal d&dthis is the most
memorable story in this collection. to be a witch is about a teen girl who plays sorcerer's apprentice
to her fantasy guru d&d geek guy who is totally in love with her.molly thinks she is a real wizard and

she goes to the library to find out what she needs to do in order to become a real witch. librarian
livia agrees to teach her, but wants her to do more wizardly work with the family business. molly
charms her way into the familys castle building plans and starts exploring their secret basement

wizard lab, but gets scared that livia thinks shes crazy. in the end, a shiny rainbow gives molly the
confidence to try magic out on livia, her family, and her kids. 5ec8ef588b
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